Enhanced iron gettering by short, optimized low-temperature annealing after phosphorus emitter diffusion for industrial silicon solar cell processing
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The introduction of a low-temperature (LT) tail after P emitter diffusion was shown to lead to considerable improvements in electron lifetime and solar cell performance by different researchers. So far, the drawback of the investigated extended gettering treatments has been the lack of knowledge about optimum annealing times and temperatures and the important increase in processing time. In this manuscript, we calculate optimum annealing temperatures of Fe-contaminated Si wafers for different annealing durations.

Subsequently, it is shown theoretically and experimentally that a relatively short LT tail of 15 min can lead to a significant reduction of interstitial Fe and an increase in electron lifetime. Finally, we calculate the potential improvement of solar cell efficiency when such a short-tail extended P diffusion gettering is included in an industrial fabrication process.

1 Introduction

In the course of reducing the cost of photovoltaic energy, cheaper solar grade silicon materials of lower purity are being developed. Moreover, about 50% of mc-Si wafers originate from the ingot edge and corner regions containing higher amounts of impurities, mainly Fe [1,2]. The use of these materials demands a more effective impurity reduction during solar cell processing to maintain or even increase solar cell efficiencies.

It was shown by different researchers that low-temperature annealing (LTA) after P-diffusion (PD) can lead to higher charge carrier lifetimes and thus, to better device performance [3–5]. As an example, Rinio et al. [5] achieved an absolute efficiency increase of up to 0.8% for LTA at 500 °C during several hours. The drawback of these investigated extended gettering treatments is the long extra-processing time required to achieve noticeable improvements. So far, the optimum annealing time and temperature were unknown parameters and their experimental optimization is a time- and cost-intensive task.

In the present work, we show that an enhanced reduction of the interstitial Fe concentration, [Fei], and an appreciable increase in electron lifetimes can yet be achieved adding a short LT tail of 15 min to standard PD when the appropriate temperature is chosen. With our newly developed Impurity-to-Efficiency (I2E) simulation tool [6], we are able to simulate the evolution of the Fe distribution during solar cell processing and to translate the final Fe distribution into minority carrier lifetimes and solar cell efficiency. First experimental results confirm that a short-tail extended P diffusion gettering (PDG) bears a great potential for its implementation in industrial solar cell fabrication processes.
and a typical mean initial precipitate radius of 40 nm.

Figure 1 Solar cell efficiencies for different durations of low-temperature annealing at 500 °C after PD by Rinio et al. [5] as dots; final simulated efficiency as line

2 Simulation We simulated an LTA experiment that was recently carried out by Rinio et al. [5]. In their experiment, solar cells were made out of edge wafers from a p-type mc-Si ingot where Fe is presumed to be the principal lifetime-limiting impurity. After P emitter diffusion at 900 °C for about 10 min, the wafers were subjected to LTA at 500 °C for different times ranging from 15 min up to 4 h.

As the total initial [Fe] as well as the distribution of Fe are unknown, a total concentration of [Fe] = 2·10^14 cm^-3 [7] and a typical mean initial precipitate radius of r_0 = 40 nm [8] were assumed as input parameters for our I2E simulator. This leads to a precipitate density of N = 2.8·10^13 cm^-3 when the relation N = [Fe]_p·V_{PCD}/(4·π·r_0^3) between precipitate radius and density is assumed. Here, [Fe]_p is the precipitated Fe concentration and V_{PCD} is the volume of the primitive cell in β-FeSi₂ containing one Fe atom.

In Fig. 1, Rinio’s experimental data as well as the simulated solar cell efficiency as a function of annealing time are shown. Too many input parameters are unknown to perform truly quantitative simulations. Nevertheless, an important trend in the efficiency improvement due to LTA can be observed: more than 90% of the efficiency increase occurs during the first 60 min of LTA at 500 °C. According to our model calculations, this increase is due to the reduction of [Fe]_i in the bulk, much of it having been gotten to the P-rich layer, in agreement with experimental results [5,9]. For longer annealing times, even for a complete removal of Fe, a further efficiency increase is inhibited by recombination at FeSi₂ precipitates.

To find the optimum temperature for LTA after PD, we calculated the final [Fe]_i as a function of the annealing temperature, T_{LTA}, for different annealing durations. The calculated curves are shown in Fig. 2a. It is observed that the optimum T_{LTA} for which the final [Fe]_i in the bulk reaches its minimum, depends on the annealing duration. The shorter the annealing time, the higher is the optimum T_{LTA}. The reduction of [Fe]_i by means of external gettering is mainly limited by two mechanisms: at high temperatures [Fe]_i is determined by the solid solubility of Fe in Si, S_{Fe}(T), while at low temperatures the Fe extraction is limited by the Fe diffusivity, D_{Fe}(T). Both parameters, S_{Fe}(T) and D_{Fe}(T), decrease exponentially with decreasing temperature. While [Fe]_i < S_{Fe}(T) at a given process temperature, the dissolution of Fe-containing precipitates tends to increase [Fe]_i up to the solid solubility limit. At the same time, the diffusion of Fe atoms to the P-diffused wafer surface leads to a decrease of [Fe]_i in the wafer bulk. The final [Fe]_i is determined by the resulting atomic flux towards the P-diffused layer which is related to the product of S_{Fe}(T)·D_{Fe}(T). For any given process time, an optimum temperature exists for which the final [Fe]_i reaches a local minimum. For shorter annealing times, a higher D_{Fe}(T) and thus a higher temperature is required so that Fe atoms are able to reach the P-diffused near-surface region of the wafer (see Fig. 2a).

The final [Fe]_i also depends on the initial distribution of precipitated Fe in the as-grown wafer as shown in Fig. 2b. For a given total Fe concentration of [Fe] = 2·10^14 cm^-3, a high density of small precipitates (N = 1·10^8 cm^-3 and r_0 = 26 nm) leads to a higher final [Fe]_i (solid line) than a lower density of larger precipitates (N = 2·10^7 cm^-3 and r_0 = 45 nm) (dashed line). This is because for a higher density of small precipitates, the interface area between the precipitate and the Si matrix is larger, so that precipitate dissolution is faster. The same argument holds for the dependence of the final [Fe]_i on the total [Fe], also shown in Fig. 2b. For a given precipitate density of N = 2·10^7 cm^-3, a lower final [Fe]_i is achieved for a low [Fe] of 3·10^13 cm^-3 (dotted line) than for a high [Fe] of 2·10^14 cm^-3 (dashed line).

3 Experimental Two sets of p-type mc-Si sister wafers, 11 wafers of grain type A and 6 slightly thicker wafers of grain type B, were chemically polished and cleaned. The wafer thickness after chemical polishing was d = 240 µm for sample set A and d = 260 µm for sample set B. The resistivities of all samples was about 1.1 Ωcm. All wafers were SiNₓ-coated on both sides for surface passivation. The as-grown electron lifetime was measured by means of Quasi Steady-State Photoconductance (QSSPC) and lifetime mappings were recorded using μ-Photoconductance Decay (μ-PCD). The concentration of interstitial Fe, [Fe]_i, was measured via Fe-B pair dissociation [10].

Two wafers (A1 and B1), one of each set, were subjected to PD at 850 °C during 20 min; those will be referred to as reference samples in the following. The other wafers were subjected to PD at 850 °C during 20 min followed by LTA during 15 min close to the inlet of the furnace at temperatures between 550 and 750 °C. Subsequently, the P emitter was etched off, wafers were cleaned again, SiNₓ-coated on both sides and, finally, the resulting electron lifetime, lifetime mappings and final [Fe]_i were measured.
**4 Experimental results** The final measured [Fe\textsubscript{i}] for the two different sample sets, respectively, are shown in Fig. 3a as dots. As the temperature during LTA is not well controlled, a mean value of the measured [Fe\textsubscript{i}] is calculated for the two different temperature ranges \(\Delta T\), which are represented by error bars in \(x\)-direction. Error bars in \(y\)-direction represent the standard deviations of the mean measured [Fe\textsubscript{i}] values. The values at \(T = 0\) °C correspond to [Fe\textsubscript{i}] measured on the reference samples.

To contrast experimental results with simulations, we calculated [Fe\textsubscript{i}] as a function of \(T\textsubscript{LTA}\) for the two different sample thicknesses \(d = 240 \text{ \mu m (dashed line) and } d = 260 \text{ \mu m (dash-dotted line) and the resulting curves are also shown in Fig. 3a. The total as-grown Fe concentration and distribution are unknown so that typical values of [Fe] = 2 \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-3} and a precipitate density of } N = 2 \times 10^6 \text{ cm}^{-3} were assumed to fit the experimental data [6–8]. A minimum of [Fe\textsubscript{i}] is calculated at around 675 °C. Furthermore, the simulations predict a lower final [Fe\textsubscript{i}] on thinner wafers at temperatures where the Fe extraction is limited by the Fe diffusivity.

In Fig. 3b, the mean lifetime values measured by means of QSSPC on reference samples and on LT annealed samples are plotted as dots. The simulated [Fe\textsubscript{i}] curves were translated into electron lifetime and are also shown in Fig. 3b. Only the recombination at Fe-B pairs and at FeSi\textsubscript{2} precipitates was taken into account. The lifetime maxima are calculated for \(T\textsubscript{LTA}\) around 675 °C corresponding to the minima in [Fe\textsubscript{i}] values measured on thinner wafers.

**5 Discussion** Quantitative simulations would require a chemical analysis of the total [Fe] and the determination of the precipitated Fe distribution by means of \(\mu\)-X-ray analysis [11] as input parameters for the I2E model. Those parameters are unknown in the present wafers so that the experimental data points cannot be all well-fit by the simulated curves. Up to date, the experimental data is insufficient to confirm the existence of the calculated optimum temperature around 675 °C for a 15 min LTA after PD. However, as a proof of concept, it is observed that this short-tail extended PD can decrease [Fe\textsubscript{i}] below 10^{11} \text{ cm}^{-3} and increase the electron lifetime noticeably at temperatures around 600 °C.

For LTA at temperatures below 400 °C, no reduction of [Fe\textsubscript{i}] is expected as Fe in Si is almost immobile at such low temperatures. Therefore, the simulated [Fe\textsubscript{i}] value at 400 °C corresponds to the simulated value for standard gettering during 20 min PD. In contrast, for temperatures \(\geq 700 \) °C, the gettering efficiency is limited by the dissolution of remaining precipitates which tends to increase [Fe\textsubscript{i}] in highly Fe-contaminated wafers as mentioned before (see Fig. 2). This simulation result is confirmed by the experimental data measured after LTA treatments between 720 and 770 °C. LTA in this temperature range does not reduce the final [Fe\textsubscript{i}] values as much as LTA in the lower temperature range around 600 °C.

A strong influence of the wafer thickness on the gettering efficiency during LTA is predicted by the simulation. Especially at low temperatures where the efficiency of external gettering is limited by the diffusivity of Fe\textsubscript{i}, a short LTA treatment will be more efficient, the thinner the wafer is. This effect seems to be reflected in the measured data as well: The final bulk [Fe\textsubscript{i}] values measured on thinner wafers of type A are slightly lower than those measured on wafers of type B.

Experimental lifetimes on LT annealed samples are somewhat lower than the calculated ones, especially for wafer group B. After removal of interstitial Fe, the electron lifetime seems to be limited by other defects not considered in our calculation. Furthermore, the electron lifetime in wafer set B does not improve to the same amount as in wafer set A. In \(\mu\)-PCD lifetime mappings (not shown here), areas of very low lifetime were observed on as-grown B wafers which do not improve during gettering treatments.
This poor response of low lifetime areas to PD is assumed to be due to high dislocation densities and their interaction with metallic impurities in these areas [12]. Thus, Fe-contaminated wafers containing large areas of high dislocation densities are not expected to improve considerably during LTA.

To quantify the effect of a short-tail extended PDG on solar cell performance, the calculated minority carrier lifetimes as a function of $T_{\text{LTA}}$ were translated into solar cell efficiencies. Typical solar cell parameters resulting from a standard industrial fabrication process were assumed and solar cell efficiencies for the two different wafer thicknesses, $d = 240 \mu m$ and $260 \mu m$, were calculated. The resulting efficiency curves are shown in Fig. 3c. For the chosen parameters, the solar cell efficiency is increased by 0.4% absolute in comparison to the standard process when PD is followed by a 15 min LTA at temperatures between 600 and 700 °C. Considering this noticeable efficiency increase, it might be worthwhile substituting the standard industrial P emitter diffusion by a short-tail extended PDG for wafers with considerable as-grown Fe contents.

### 6 Conclusions and outlook

The optimum temperature for LTA following PDG mainly depends on the duration of the annealing step. For a short-tail extended PDG, consisting of a standard industrial P-diffusion step followed by 15 min LTA, it lies between 650 and 700 °C as indicated by simulations. First experimental results confirm a reduction of $[Fe_i]$ below $10^{11}$ cm$^{-3}$ and a noticeable increase in electron lifetime after 15 min LTA around 600 °C.

In ongoing experiments, the short LTA treatments presented herein are being repeated on highly Fe-contaminated Si samples originating from the border of a commercial mc-Si ingot. For this kind of wafers, an appreciable increase in solar cell performance is expected introducing such a short-tail extended PDG into the industrial solar cell process.
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